Q: What is your theory as to what exactly is going on in the world right now?

Right now the Jesuit Order is gearing up and their in the starting stages of publically taking over of the Middle East in the new Crusade to destroy the Vatican created Islamins. Remember Islam was created by the Papacy around 595 thanks to ex-nun Khadija for the purpose of takeover and conflict in the future. The Jesuits plan well in advance.. Right now the aim is to create confusion and chaos. The motto of the 32nd and 33rd degree freemasons and possible 31st and 30th is ORDO ABCHAEO which is Latin for Order out of Chaos. In order to establish the New Atlantis commonly known as New World Order the chaos has to increase. By increasing chaos you help scare the sheeple public into demanding a one world government and all their sneaky plans to go with it. At this very moment we have them ramming Bird Flu down our necks, Terrorism and natural disasters all day long. They love to forget about Laser satellites which manipulate and create weather patterns. They love to forget about HAARP and Chemtrails and their effects on the weather. We're scared about the climate but not told that all the planets in the solar system are changing most the same as us and others in the opposite direction. We're scared about the Ozone layer when really this is a complete scam. Have you ever wondered why they only ever look for and find holes in the so-called Ozone layer at the poles? This is the only place there would be holes due to the lack of Oxygen support from plants etc and also something to do with the poles themself if I remember correctly. This is why there's no Ozone holes over New York, Sidney, London, L.A etc and if anywhere on this world would have them it would be these cities, but nothing!!!! What do the people do? Fear spraying cans and throw out their fridges, spending more money on new ones and doing the right thing so they think!

Q: Who are the Jesuits and Count Peter Hans Kolvenbach?

The Jesuits from the 4th Vow are the rulers of this planet and have been since 1846. They were formed by the first Black Pope Loyola properly addressed as The Superior General. He swore allegiance to the Pope to help destroy their enemies and regain control of the world under one leadership again, which is Roman Catholic for now. Since 1540 they have been feared because the Jesuit Order is the most powerful society on Earth and this is how its kept control amongst what many call the elite. The Jesuits kill Popes which should easily show you their power. Many in the Vatican detest the Society of Jesus and its ways but quite frankly cannot do anything about it. Once the Pope was made the Infallible Prince that was it, the Jesuits gained control of all the governments etc. This created the final pyramid in order to gain full control, this is how the small rule the few. Popes hate being Infallible as it makes them subject to Rome! The Jesuits have all the knowledge and wealth most of which they steal. Just look at their 4th vow Oath and Instructions its terrible how they think and react. They remind me of Chameleons, the Jesuits change into their enemy in order to take over and destroy.

The Superior General of the Society of Jesus known as Peter Hans Kolvenbach he is the most powerful man on the planet in a singular sense. Of course he must be elected for the position so there's other Jesuits in the collective sense more powerful together. Think of it as a business with a CEO and a board of directors/owner! Kolvenbach is the head of all Masonry of which his order created. You will see Masonic elements in Jesuit documents etc such as the all seeing eye and sun worship. The white Pope is ruled by The Superior General as is all the rest such as Cardinal Bertie of the Sovereign Military of Malta and Opus Dei leaders and members

Q: What is the extent of the Jesuits power?

Jesuit rule everything my friend, from Intelligence to military to banking to Masonry, my god it even goes down to Sports teams and Dominos pizza if we really want to go deep. Dig deep enough and you always find at the top Sovereign Military of Malta such as the Federal Reserve, Council on Foreign Relations etc. Same for Bilderberg with its Jesuit founder Joseph Rettinger. Their everywhere and the main reason is because Knowledge is power. They have the most real wealth but knowledge is worth more than any piece of paper money or even gold for that matter! People get their minds hived by Temporal Coadjutors working for the Jesuit order. Their made to believe that mere puppets such as Rockefella and Rothschild rule this planet and banking. These two are very big players no doubt but their dwarfed at the top. Just look at the Venetian bankers and learnt at the dribble the mass conspiracy are spoon fed. Truth be known, Queen Elizabeth II is much more wealthy than we're being told and guess what she really belongs too? The GELPH bloodline which is hidden as much as possible, this means she's a Black Nobility. Mr Coleman and others exposed how when her ship was in Venice you knew something was going to happen financially/war somewhere. All the Black Nobility and high ranking would meet on this ship in a Bilderberg type way. Obviously this was a very secret matter and its certainly not discussed much at all in the Temporal
Coadjutor conspiracy indoctrination. The Black Nobility are known also as The Committee of 300. We're just told about Duponts, Rockefellas, Melons, Morgans etc. They simply forget the Bernadotte, Bourbon, Braganza, Grimaldi, Grosvenors, Guelph, Habsburg, Hanover, Hohenzollern, Karadjordjevic, Liechtenstein, Nassau, Oldenburg, Orange, Savoy, Wettin, Wittelsbach, Württemberg, Zogu. The Jesuits run our countries from their universities and colleges. In America its not the Whitehouse and Pentagon which rule, its Georgetown University! Yes the very place William Clinton was educated amongst others and what he can never keep quite about. Georgetown is the true power of the U.S followed by Fordham University. Both oversea the Black Papes Military Vicar known as Cardinal Egan in New York. If Cardinal Egan doesn't do as hes told hes either removed or ELIMINATED. The Jesuits favourite method of assassination is The Cup of Borgia which is poisoning. Everything in America goes through the Military Vicar first after of course Georgetown and Fordham. Cardinal Egan knows everything behind 9-11 as he gives the final orders from the Vatican point of view. In the U.K its the Archibishop of Westminster Cardinal Cormac Murphy O'Connor. He is overseen by Wimbledon College who is overlooked by the real power of the U.K which is Stonyhurst College. The Queen even has to cuties when she goes to Stonyhurst. The Queen has to ask permission to enter Rome's main financial district/realm know as The City also known as the City of London. You see Rome controls this world through the U.K and U.S which if anything went wrong and things came out, these would get the blame not the real villain.

Never make it easy for people to know who rules behind the shadows. Make up villians in the publics eye so they get the blame first. This has happened by installing in the waking public amongst conspiracy followers that The City is solely to blame and its owners mostly we're told are Rothschilds. Now when trouble starts people will attack the wrong enemy and if they ever won they would think its all over, whilst the devil dog Jesuits regroup and reform for the next battle which never ends. Right now the sheeple are made to hate America and blame it for everything. Have you noticed how the like to refer to this land as America when they want to indoctrinate hate against it, but its the United States any other time? Yes the United States is their business, corporation & pride and joy. America is nothing to them and they hate this very much as well as Americans. To Rome your just a slave in a covert control system which keeps you happy thinking your free when you not. The Jesuits realised that overt control and military action on the people didn't work so they decided in 1776 to go covert and gradually overtime we're now being controlled covertly thinking we're free whilst we're in a prison without bars as Icke would say. This is the true reason for the creation of the Order of Illuminati created on May 1st 1776. Your National Insurance and Social Security numbers are your Maritime Admiltary Product slave ROME numbers. We're simply stock for our governments leadship to use in order to get funding from Rome and its Banking agents/pawns.

Q: What is the Opus Dei and how does it tie into the conspiracy?

Opus Dei is very powerful although not as powerful as the Jesuits! Opus Dei was founded by Jose Maria Escriva in Madrid, Spain, in late 1928! Of course this was with the permission/Order of the Jesuits and The Superior General. Opus Dei have really taken charge of the Vatican which aids the Jesuit Order in taking some of the burden away from them plus I think it gives some of the anti-jesuit priests a sense of choice, freedom similar to people getting fed up with Blair and then theres the conservative side but unfortunately their run by the same player still. We're told Opus Dei were formed as Competition to the Jesuits which is hogwash when you know the Superior General and Jesuit order rule the roost over the Pope and Vatican. Opus Dei just adds even more force to the almighty Roman Catholics.

Q: Rumors are circulating that SRA (Satanic Ritual Abuse) has found its way into the church. Is there any truth to this?

The Catholic Church and quite frankly many others have plenty of SRA and sexual abuse going on. Mostly its on young innocent virgin boys because you must remember that these Luciferians and Magi's/Alchemists use the energies given off at the times of the crime on the victim. The all seeing eye is not just a sign of knowledge, leadership and watching over the flock with an iron fist. The all seeing eye also represents the anus and sodomy which empowers the attacker, especially if the attack happens within a circle. The same goes for actual sacrifices also. The high end Jesuit Order are the highest ranking Luciferians. If anyone was to be THEE anti-christ it would be the Superior General of the Jesuit Order. The Jesuits are openly gay and basically do not give a damn what anyone other than their master the Superior General thinks. The Vatican priests hide more behind the religion. All the Catholic religion is to the highest Vatican, Jesuit, SMOM, Opus Dei is a front in order to work with ease right now until they destroy it and create the New Atlantis religion once again controlled by them with whatever system and names of control they choose. Legionarres went to Priests, Caesars went to Popes so we'll see what the next charade becomes when they
rule from Jerusalem. By the way Jerusalem is only the Holy City because its the uttermost
center of global trade! The religion works well at hiding these creatures well, if you
expose the Jesuit Order and its minions your instantly labelled anti-catholic. In some ways
I am but not for the reasons they try to make out. They love to use labels to manipulate the
sheeple against you in a form of Temporal Coadjutorship or most commonly known
Gatekeeperism. If you talk about how the Holocaust figures are much lower than the offical
hogwash your labelled Anti-semetic by the Illuminati group B'Nai B'Rith who rule roost over
the ADL. I do not hate all jews but If I believe the figure is low shouldn't I have my own
opinion and mind? If you report an Israeli soldier killing a child you get labelled
anti-semetic when infact all you've done is copy and pasted a BBC article. Why aren't the
BBC labelled Anti-semetic? You see the point? Same for homosexuality! I've talked about
semen and its immune suppressive acts on the body as its function/role. Guess what happened?
I was called Homophobic, for what? Just talking about what is scientifically proven! Its all
labels which the sheeple fall for and including many waking up souls lost to Temporal
Coadjutor nonsense and the matrix we live in.

Q: Could you talk little about how the Freemasons, Illuminati, and Zionists are involved in
this? Is the supposed Priory of Sion involved at all?

I cannot comment on the Sion to be honest but all the groups work together in the Pyramid
command control structure. Theres some in the Illuminati who are in Freemasonry and Black
Nobility etc etc. Zionism is nothing to do with legit Hebrews (Dark skinned). Zionism is
nothing more than Jesuit White controlled tyranny veiled in a Jewish conspiracy. The Jesuits
are very good at diverting your attention onto others. The Jesuits are The Elders of Zion
and created The protocols of the Elders of Zion. This is/was really the instructions to the
Order of the Illuminati which was created by Jesuits and Jesuit Adam Weishaupt in France.
Leo Lehmann helps to confirm this. The Jesuits just turned it into a Jewish conspiracy to
get people indoctrinated against a false enemy as usual. They did exactly the same thing
with the Janesists with the Protocols of the Elders of Fountaine(?) Most Freemasons haven't
got a clue whats going on and the same for the Jesuits. Its not until you hit 4th Vow in the
Jesuits or 30th degree in Masonry before you start to learn what's really going on. You see,
the Sun enters the heavenly abode at 30 degrees and exits at 33 degrees. This is why you
learn the truth from 30th degree and never rise above 33 because how can you be granted
power to rise above the Sun of which you're supposed to worship! To be honest its all of a
much in the Freemason lower down period! I like to talk about the capstone and pinnacle
control, all the rest just interconnect like tiles and grout for the Jesuit final show case
bathroom suit so to speak.

Q: What is the Depopulation Agenda of the elite?

Theres no doubt about it that the population of Planet Earth is under attack from its
masters the Jesuits and their lackeys such as David Rockefella, Merck, I.G Farben and the
Eugenics movement. The problem is most of the new diseases they claim are killing people
especially in Africa simply don't exist. Its really the same old diseases killing people as
always but the establishment use their media to create hype, fear and frenzy. Once they
start rattling on about a new disease from no where the sheeple easily cave in and
follow/toe the line. This has happened with AIDS which has nothing at all to do with HIV,
infact contrary to even Peter Duesberg I do not agree there is even a HIV virus and you cannot
find anyone who can prove it else they would have by now and convinced everyone along with
taken the reward monies offered! Again the seed has been planted and god help people who go
against it. HIV/AIDS is now a religion and your committing heresy exposing the sham. Now we
have Bird Flu and we're scareing the nation to death based on 60 deaths in Asia without
medical history of the patients and much more missing. We're scared about H5N1 based on
Anti-body tests which have been turned upside down over the last 20 years to mean you have a
disease and its going to kill you. Antibodies are a sign you've defeated the invader! These
cretins can't just go around doing what they want, breaking laws and instructions set in
stone. They word things ever so sneakily sometimes and other times their so easy to pick
out. They will scare you about Bird Flu in Canada then mention H5 strain but not mention its
N1 etc etc, its all clever wording to promote Fear and panic and its working. Jon Rappoport
is the best for exposing these scams.

My mother knows a couple of old women who are terrified by Bird Flu! The one woman hasn't
ever had a flu jab (euthansia jab) but now she says she's scared she needs it. My mother
explained its all fear, scaremogering! Trouble is this won't make a blind bit of difference
because these sheeple flock easy around what the Jesuits establishment say and ask. Its
working these days far more easier since the Fluoride went in the water along with the junk
in the food like MSG, Aspartame etc.
What you must think about is this, recently there's far less control in the public's hands these days. You see everything turning private instead of state run! When this happens it shows its already been going on a long time previous. You see their making masses of profits from Private assets. Please check out the Comprehensive Annual Financial Report in the States and see the mass surplus they make and not tell the public about. One year it was 1.5 Trillion dollars alone in Manhattan, NYNY! Then they make out 62 Billion dollars for disaster relief for New Orleans is a big deal and we don't know where its coming from??!!?!
If you check out this C.A.F.R you will understand that the mass population is not needed like it used to be and therefore can be eliminated over a period of time. This saves them from getting into history books like Hitler as mass murderers otherwise they would have to take us out and shoot/gas us etc. Mind you they hide the truth from history so bad it wouldn't matter, especially in the future with its drones oops human population minions of Temporal Coadjutors everywhere without common sense (mind you thats gone now already).
Their getting you in the water with a whole host of deadly things especially Fluoride. You cannot get rid of this regardless what you use including a distiller believe it or not. You have a better chance with a distiller but if you look at the temperature of evaporation against the water and fluoride its almost identical! Reverse Osmosis filters dont work as they only remove a percentage of the fluoride and any fluoride at all is dangerous! The only way you can guarantee Fluoride free water is to buy a water butt for the garden and link it up to the drainpipe. Then tip this water into a gravity filter system such as a British Berkefield and filter it of all the muck. I do still worry about this incase the filter cannot destroy all within this water due to the Chemtrail exposure. See you just cannot win their attacking up on all fronts from Water, Air, Food & Drink.

I believe their plan is a much smaller world population with a lifespan of around 40 years tops! Its already been suggested that people born from 1992 onwards will have this sort of lifespan due to something in particular I've forgotten and obviously all the other junk. Many children are suffering chronic problems at the ages of 3-5 which is disgusting! They will get you through Vaccines as much as possible. They will spread the next plague via Vaccines after firstly announcing the plague on TV. Now the sheep will flock the clinics for their jabs and be given the plague. When they die no one will be none the wiser and believe the media story no problem. Remember they will at this point love to tell you that they never get the right strain of virus in vaccines anyhow, this will get them right off the hook!

Q: Could you tell us the truth, in your eyes, about of vaccines

Vaccines are a complete Fraud and have been since Edward Jenner introduced them to the world. Funny enough what was Edward Jenner? A Jesuit! Jenner invented SmallPox of the Cow which didn't exist. Thanks to Dr Charles Creighton, Jenner was exposed as the devious fraud he was. Vaccines are just another way for the Jesuits to Cup of Borgia people by the masses. Vaccines are the inquisition again! Jesuit Francis Xavier was a big part in the creation of Vaccines after being sent to Japan and India to find out more the poisons from local medicine men. Dr Leonard Horowitz is the authority on vaccines I must stress people need to get his lecture on vaccines asap as its amazing. Theres many people these days turning against this devious, wicked plan. They also want to utilise Vaccines to inoculate the population with the new nano chips they have. Theres chips now the size of an ants feet.
Bill Gates has been funding for quite some time now mood changing implant chips in Korea. Funny how recently he wants to inoculate Africans from various disease looking like a good guy using the media to lure the sheeple into believing its a good thing. The role of the red cross etc is just to commit genocide on the victims the Jesuits desire destroyed! Look how they couldn't bribe those red Indians (true Americans) who owned the lakes not so long back. What did the Jesuits do? They've inoculated them for whatever diseases which will basically either end up killing them off through lack of fertility or dumb them down that much over time they will cave in. I go for the first option myself knowing the Jesuits! They tried to say for years that Viruses didn't cause Cancer. Viruses etc are not the route of the problem as this lies with the disfunctioning of the body but they DO trigger cancer and its always been known. Why do you think they had the Special Virus Cancer Program which they've used to develope MMV's (Mouse Mammary Viruses). Its funny how we find out about MMV and suddenly see a pandemic of major proportions of Breast Cancer which is MMV. Now we've had SV40 in Polio etc and they still tried to keep this quiet. Funny how that all changed when they had something to market yet again to poor women (they target women such a lot) which was the Vaccine against Cervical Cancer. They loved to tell us that HPV causes Cervical Cancer then didn't they.

Q: What causes AIDs?

Sulfnamides, Trimethoprim, Prednisone, Cyclophosphamide, Cytotoxic drugs, Antibiotics,
Antiviral, Antifungal and Corticosteroids, Glucocorticoids containing drugs, street drugs like Crack Cocaine, Crystal Meth, Alkyl Nitrites (Poppers) [Mostly due their side effects and treatments], heavy use of Aspirin, Malnutrition, bad sanitation.

Make no doubt about it, the drugs which they use to treat HIV/AIDS are the same drugs which create the illness and symptoms.

Quite Simple NOT HIV!

Q: Could you talk a little bit about Chemtrails?

Chemtrails are white plumes which to many look like a normal Contrail except thats the only similarity in the initial laying down stages. Unfortunately these plumes linger for hours and spread across the sky to the desired location and patterns due to satellite scalar polarisation weaponry. Their used for depopulation of the masses, military communication and 3d mapping, jamming of communications and eyes dropping, missile defence when used in conjunction with HAARP, heat and light deflection away from earth from the sun. I personally believe all these are being used not just 1 or 2, its a multiple agenda. I used to believe they were saving the cost of 99 billion in order to curb fossil fuel usage by spraying thus allowing their usage to carry on and not effect products thus costing only 1 billion. Since learning about Comprehensive Anunnal Financial Reports etc and all this surplus cash I just cannot see that as being the reason. Even with the large insurance companies loosing something like 30 billion a year now its really chicken feed when you know what money these people really have behind the scenes. Chemtrails are definately affecting peoples health in a dramatic way. Even I fell victim to the last virus/bug which went round 3 weeks ago and I do not normally catch anything. It attacked mine and others respository system quite bad. When you learn that disease is your friend you understand why even I can still get some disease sometime or another. When you get a bug its because your polluted and the bugs are your friends, its gods way of cleansing the earth and its creatures. If you were not polluted you wouldn't get hardly any problems! Well I cannot stop myself breathing all day long in order to not inhale Chemtrails can i? This is where I believe my problem arised. I beat this with Urine taken internally in large dosages (1-2 litres through the day) and Ozone Water inhaling through a nebuliser. I couldn't beat it with my blood electrification unit at this deals solely with the blood and wrists whilst my problem was already started in the lungs. People are dying more so from flu like symptoms as well as rare diseases and illness. We have more cases of Lupus and MS than ever. The best researcher on Chemtrails is Will Thomas I've found and Clifford Carnicom has some good information but beware Carnicom is definately a CIA plant, and we all know who runs the CIA dont we? You got it Jesuits! You hear all this dreadful news of whats happening but never a possible solution! Fear not and look into Orgonite (Orgone).

Q: Do you have any health tips for readers?

Yes I could write a book my friend! You must IMMEDIATELY start an alternative health protocol as your life depends on it believe me. You need to seriously detox, flush & cleanse the body of all the metals, toxins, parasites and poisons accumulated over many years. This could take up to 2 years, more or even less! Right now your all walking dustbins of pollution and perfect breeding grounds for disease.

You should all start by stopping all Meats, Dairy, Junk Foods, Refined Sugars, Aspartame, Monosodium Glutamate (SMG), Soy, Soda, Alcohol, Smoking, Coffee and cut down tea drinking!

You need to eat at least a 75% Raw diet of Vegetables but make sure if your underactive with the Thyroid that you very lightly steam cook green leafy vegetables. Eat plenty of Broccoli, Brussel Sprouts, Cabbage etc! Make sure you eat plenty of fruit especially Pineapple, Papaya for their enzymes along with the usual Kiwis, Oranges, Apples, Melon etc. Stop eating in between meals and have a fruit breakfast, dinner then fruit last meal!

Everyone needs to know the importance of WATER and Real SALT! I strongly suggest everyone reads up on Dr Fereydoon Batmanghelidj and put his research to practise asap. Almost everyone is subclinically dehyrated (you dont know it), this results in various ailments from anything from Arthritis to allergies etc. People need to find their weight out in pounds (lb) then half this amount and take that in ounces (oz) in water daily. An example is 100lb person should take 50oz of water! For every 1 litre of water taken you need 1/4tsp (1250mg) of real SALT such as Himalayan Salt. Water helps body functioning, detoxing/cleansing, digestion and much much more. You should always drink a glass of water 30-40 minutes prior to eating and 2.5 hours after eating and NEVER in between!
People need to look into Vitamin C asap as again almost everyone is subclinically Scurvy, meaning lacking Vitamin C and this manifests over time in disease. Ascorbic Acid is actually the best form easily available in its actions in the body as Vitamin C except its highly acidic and this causes problems on it own so look for the Sodium Ascorbate variety. Everyone should be taking 18 grams a day! If your a child then you take a gram for every year old until your 10 years then you just take the 18 grams. Vitamin C will protect you from colds, FREE RADICALS and disease! Vitamin C destroys Cancer and tumours very easily! Its such a wonderful product, its just a shame that everyones been scared off it by the Rockefeller indoctrination Mafia clique. Its amazing how so many people fear Vitamin C and talk of overdosing etc. These people have such an opinion based on absolutely nothing. To me, you have no opinion until you’ve heard both sides and all the facts. Check up on Linus Pauling, Fredrick Klenner, Thomas Levy, Robert Cathcart and Steve Hickey/Hilary Roberts!!!!

Right then now you need to flush/cleanse the Colon regular and make sure this area is clean, its your waste removal. Imagine the sewage system of a city clogged and backing up, this is your colon and whats happening to you right now. You should go to the toilet on average at least 3 times a day or at least as many meals you had the day previously. Ideally your colon should dump what you ate 16 hours ago or less!!!!!!!!! You can check this with Corn etc.

Once the Colon is clean (The high fruit intake will help this dramatically) then you clean the liver following Hulda Clark or Richard Schulze. This can take some work and patience but the results are worth it in the end. The liver has such a vital role in the body and needs to be clean. Most livers are riddled with stones along with the gallbladder, also many have many fatty deposits which need clearing for proper body function. The Jesuits love to attack this organ because its basically the General of the organs and the body regulator!

Add some parasite cleanses to your protocol! Once you've completed the above you will feel much much different and you should notice a lightness in the body eventually instead of that heavy lazy feeling. Keep on eating correct, drinking and occasional cleanses and your laughing!

I suggest people look into Colloidal Silver, Ozone (Ed Mccabe), Urine Therapy, Blood Electrification (Bob Beck), Zapping (Hulda Clark), Free Radical Scavengers (Anti-oxidants).

Q: What is orgone and what are the uses of orgone?

Orgone is a sub-atomic energy/radiation which William Reich made more public although it was known even before him. Everything is made up of Orgone and this is why a surplus of good Orgone known as OR can help rejuvenate the body in a similar way to a Multiple Wave Oscillator in some ways better and some ways not as good! Orgonite is the new child on the block in which it can transmute deadly orgone (DOR) caused by microwaves, nuke radiation into good orgone (OR). Don Croft brought this form of Orgone to the masses and many followers on have done some wonderful work with this. Orgonite is seen as a threat by the NSA and big boys to National Security, this is why Don Croft and DB are hounded by spooks!

The fact that DB was born into the Order of Illuminati after his Merovingian French bloodline mother was sold by THE JESUITS to his Illuminati Satanist father. He was to grew up and be an Oracle, remote viewer for the establishment! Luckily he got away from this and of course poses another threat due to that. Don Croft’s wife is a strong psychic and this is how they protect themselves and last so long from the spooks from NSA etc. One time the spooks had some Uranium planted in DB’s water meter to poison him and his family thats how bad it gets. They hate the fact that Orgone knowledge is spreading. They suppressed William Reich from furthering his Orgone studies etc by jailing him and burning all his books. What were they worried about? Reich made a free energy engine with Orgone! Some say the Joe Cell utilises Orgone in part of its free energy giving for old model carb engines. Anyhow you can build a Cloudbuster and break up chemtrails within a given range. I have one of these and I've had some weird experiences since I've messed with Orgone! One night I was woken up around 04:30am to a zum zum zummmm zummmm noise really quick near my window. Unfortunately just waking up I wasn't quick enough to see anything but it was certainly strange. This happened not long after I installed the cloudbuster. To me it was like a propulsion of some kind, I looked out the window and nothing. There wasn't any light of any kind during the noise nothing. If you understand Reich and Orgone you will understand why I thought it could be a UFO. I believe that our creators check out humans who are evolving mentally. When you utilise orgone you create a radius of orgone energy in the area which can obviously be detected with the right equipment and I'm sure they can see this. I also own a Powerwand which is a very powerful tool. I used it under my pillow one night and dreamt how I'd lose my job in much detail. The next day I felt funny before going to work and used the powerwand for protection in case I was being astrally attacked since I was active in the orgonite world back then. Low and behold what I was given in my dream happened almost...
identically except one thing. It was even spot on in an area you wouldn't have thought. If your around orgone long enough you saturate with orgone and you can have these paranormal events etc. Also once saturated you should be able to go through airport scanners with metal no problem. The orgone defeats the energy/radiation of the scanner. I know this because I've done it and I was told it works and I proved it. Talking about UFO's and Paranormal is another big topic in itself but theses definately something in this area. I made a really powerful HHG once which was big and had a reactor core and a scatter coil. The Energy it was giving off as it was finishing setting (resin) near my monitor was so incredible my ears were almost popping. I do not appreciate Temporal Coadjutor Sherry Shriner trying to take all the glory for Orgonite away from Don Croft calling him a pagan and his work of pagans. Oh I almost forgot but during setting the Resin on my Cloudbuster I was Buzzed by a very low flying helicopter and my neighbour was with me and commented. This is a common occurrence for new makers of Cloudbusters and it lasts for a short while then they get fed up.

Q: Who is Joe Vialls and why was he killed?

Joe Vialls was one of my favourite Conspiracy exposers. Although I didn't agree with him 100% on everything, most of what he talked about was spot on. I haven't found anyone who excites me like he did, I craved his next article because of the detail and twists to the norm. This guy exposed the MicroNUKES their always using such as in Manchester, Bali etc. His articles on the Tsunami of December last year being created using I think a 9 Kiloton Nuke warhead planted by a U.S.S Nuke Carrier were spot on. I remember back to an article somewhere about Majority12 looking into nuking a Tsunami against California way back this was. It was good to see others releasing info on past experiments to help back Vialls up. Vialls really hit the nerves big time explaining like a real forensic the areas of impact, placement etc.

They tried to kill Joe Vialls not so long back but didn't succeed! He came down with a mysterious Respiratory problem (they seem to love attacking the respiratory system) but he managed to overcome it in the end and haunt them some more. The last time he actually emailed me and said he was getting better and would write in about a months time. All of a sudden I heard he was seriously ill and then he died. To be quite honest I felt like crap when I found out, not because I'd lost a great source of information but because this poor man who had struggled with his disability and running from the establishment throughout his early life had been destroyed all because he was a good man and told the truth. When someone gets killed because they tell the public information this shows what they said or parts of it were true and certainly hitting the nail hard. I still go to check Vialls site out and then sadly realise hes gone. Very sad time! Brian Downing Quig, Phil Schneider, William Cooper and now Joe Vialls and of course many others unfortunately whiped out.

Everyone should save all Joe Vialls internet work and read through it as well as spread it as far and wide as possible. I was disgusted to see the establishment kicking his memory recently on top of what they did to him. Trying to make out he was Mossad and all sorts of junk all because he man is no longer here to defend himself. This was done to try and put people off his work. God I miss this guy, he even excited me more than Eric Jon Phelps and thats saying something!

Q: Can you suggest any books and researchers to the reader?

"ConCon2002" with Eric Jon Phelps (Video)
"Secrets of the Matrix" by David Icke (Video)
"Reptilian Agenda" by David Icke (Video)
"Mother Goddess" by David Icke (Video)
"Biggest Secret" by David Icke (Book)
"Alice in Wonderland 911" by David Icke (Book)
"Holographic Universe" by Michael Talbot.(book)
"Satanic Ritual Abuse" by David Carrico (Video)
"Wake Up America" by John Coleman (Video)
"Lectures" by Phil Schneider (Video)
"Behold a Pale Horse" by William Cooper (book)
"MJ12" by William Cooper (Video)
"Cooper on UFOs 5hrs" by William Cooper (Video)
"World System and The Illuminati" by Fritz Springmeier (Video)
"Revolution Will NOT Be Televised" about Hugo Chavez (Video)
"Hiv = AIDS - Fact or Fiction" by HEAL (Video)
"Mystery Lines in the Sky" by Will Thomas (Video)
"Will Thomas on Chemtrails" by WorkingTV (Video)
"Clouds of Death" by DB (Video)